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A REVIEW

The Early Republic's Other Frontiers
WIIllAM C. diGIACOMANTONIO
EthanAllenandHis Kin: Correspondence, 1772-1819, ed.JohnJ. Duffy,
with Ralph H. Orth,J. Kevin Graffagnino, and Michael A. Bellesiles.
Hanover, N.H., and London: University Press of New England,
1998.2 vols., xlvii+ 817 pp. $100.00, ISBN 0-874S1-8S80-X.

a

u May 1775, Ethan Alien wrote to the

bany (N.Y.) Committee of Correspondence one of the most exciting letters, not
only in this two-volume edition of selected Alien Family
correspondence, but arguably in the entire annals of
American military and political history. Only the day before, he had led two hundred Vermont and Massachusetts militiamen to capture the British fortress of
Ticonderoga in what some consider the colonists' first
offensive action of the Revolutionary War. Members of
the Second Continental Congress had not yet even convened when Allen demanded the fort's surrender jointly
in their name and that of the "Great Jehova." (Don'tlook
for the famous quote in the letters; the legend dates from
Alien's memoir published four years after the fact.) Yet
there was Allen asking the Albany Committee for five hundred New York troops "Till the Other Colonies can have
Time to Muster" (p. 20)-more than a month before
the Continental Congress would adopt the"Army of Observation" outside Boston as its own genuinely interregional Continental Army.
. The bravura and political audaciousness Allen parades
~ the letter are two of the characteristics that have placed
hun at the head of America's early frontier folk heroes.
His appearance at the head of the edition's title, on the
other hand, is more of a nod to the importance of name
recognition, since the "kin" referenced in the second half
of the title account for the vast majority of the volumes'
letters and extend their coverage three decades beyond
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tary History o/the FirstFederal Congress, 1789-1791, a project cosponsored by The George Washington University and me NHPRC. In me
ten years he has worked for the project, he has used its sources for
several articles he has published on early federal history, including
congressional lobbying, the antislavery movement, and D. C. governance.

Ethan's death. Title notwithstanding, the edition focuses
with equal sharpness, if not depth, on an exceptional trio
of brot~~rs: the family "dictator" Ethan (1738-89); the
free-spmted Levi (1746-1801), who danced with Indians in Detroit and ended the Revolutionary War as an
outcast L.oyalist; and Ira (1751-1814), businessman, philanthropist, and international agent provocateur. Their
correspondence illustrates the influence they had on each
othe~ and, together and individually, on the political, econOffilC, and social development of what became the state
of Vermont.
The significance of the relationship, however, extends
beyond the shadow of the Green Mountains. The volumes' greatest contribution is in providing rare primary
s?urce docu~entation for the development of that specific commuruty type, the frontier. The Allens' Vermont
was, in every way, a frontier: nationally (between New
H~pshire and New York), internationally (between the
Umted States and Canada), and chronologically (between
the dissolution of Britain's American Empire and the aftermath of America's "Second War of Independence,"
the W~of 1812). Frederick Jackson Tumer'strendy hypothes1S abo~t th~ westward frontier is probably to blame
for so l~~g divertmg ~qual attention away from the early
Republic s otherfrontlers. Ethan Allen and His Kin goes far
to~ redres~ing this imbalance, accomplishing for Vermont m the first-person voice what Alan Taylor has recendy done so admirably in the third person for two other
noz:hern frontier communities in the early Republic:
Marne, and Cooperstown, New York. The historical
forces present in each predate the American Revolution.
Indeed~ ~he legal dispute over the "New Hampshire
Grants m the 1760s and 1770s were cracks in the armor
of Great Britain's imperial system-cracks through which
the Allen brothers let their light shine. The background to
the letters becomes the background to the Revolution especially the various classist barnes for which, in the ~ds
of many of the Aliens' contemporaries the Revolution
itself was merely the background. The Shays and Whiskey rebellions were manifestations of a tradition of extralegal political activism to which the Regulators in North
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Carolina, Pennsylvania's Wyoming Valley settlers, and
proximately 750 letters written between 1772 and 1819.
Ethan Allen's Green Mountain Boys were godparents.
The work seems exhaustively inclusive-within the chroTwo things distinguish the historical contribution of
nological parameters, at least, which are somewhat arbithe Allens' correspondence from other documentary
trary. (The land grants controVersy predates 1772 and the
sources for the same historical phenomenon. The first is
last of Ethan Allen's immediate "kin," Ira's wife Jerusha,
the family's apparently boundless affinity for the written
died in 1838.) But there is an unhealthy seduction in this
word. The second is Vermont's unique setting, which gave
apparent exhaustiveness. The only selection policy mentioned in the "Editorial Principles" is the editors' decision
the ambitious brothers scope for manipulating an uncerto exclude all promissory notes and executions, and
tain international situation to their private advantage. A
single sentence buried in an early footnote best summa"most" bills, receipts, depositions, and petitions to the govrizes the entire correspondence by statjng that the Allens
ernment. Why only some of the latter category are in"raised their and some friends' economic interests to a
cluded, and what the criteria for preferment were, is not
community and civil level" (1: 12n). One sees it in their
discussed. Depositions and petitions to the government
"Northem Door Strategy" of
are more substantive than everyflirting with the British in order
day business documents, and
to coax Congress's full recognitheir routine exclusion is disaption of Vermont's statehood,
pointing. The fact that a few are
thereby removing the New
included as appendix entries only
York jurisdiction menace in the
adds to the confusion.
early 1780s. One sees it as well
The editors have devoted a
in Ira's recruitment of French
generous quarter of page 525 to
military aid for a planned 1797
Samuel Gale's two-sentence letinvasion of Quebec and its anter acknowledging a Levi Allen
nexation to Vermont, to be reletter printed two pages earlier.
christened "New Columbia." In
This encourages the reader to
these and numerous other inthink that the above-mentioned
stances the Allen brothers turn
criteria have been observed to
a familiar bumperstickerupside
a fault. Yet when other letters
down, opting repeatedly to
ting the same criteria are rel"Think I.ocallylAct Globally."
egated to a mere mention in the
Just as the significance of
annotation (e.g., p. 655) and not
the Allen Family's corresponprinted at all, the reader's condence extends beyond local hisfidence dwindles. Whether setory and genealogy, it also
lection proves to be the bane or
extends beyond traditional
the genius of a particular docureckonings of the historical dismentary letterpress edition decipline itself. By preserving a
pends on a consistency that
scholars can depend on. Readbroad variety of tone and substance in letters between
ers of a "Selected Edition" need
spouses, parents, children, and Ira Allen, as portrayed in a miniature that his wife
to feel confident that what has
the widerfamily network, the Jerusha demanded he have painted in 1793.'
been selected exhausts the range
letters illustrate the centrality of Illustration kindly provided by the Bai/ey/Howe
of possibly useful sources and
family and kinship in certain his- Library at the University of Vermont.
if not, why not. Exceptions to
torical contexts. The Adams Papers is the most monumengeneral rules are inevitable; but such exceptions should
tal example of this genre, which Edith B. Gelles has mined
form the basis for further, more refined rules. In every
so successfully for similar themes about family, social hiscase, clearer specifications are necessary with these voltory, and women's history in her prize-winning biograumes, and editorial apparatus such as calendars exist to
phy Portia: The World ofAbigailAdams.
meet methodological refinements.
No previously published Allen Family corresponThe letters are arranged chronologically but separated
into thirteen chapters, each introduced by a succinct essay
dence covers the ground of these two volumes of ap-
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identifying the incidents and themes around which the
letters in that chapter tend to coalesce. This arrangement
is particularly useful given the edition's skeletal index.
Despite the enticing, novel-like read of the Allen Family
history, most users will not consult the text linearly but
want to jump to specific subjects or concepts, such as land
schemes, Loyalists, democracy, or the British Home Office. The index makes this almost impossible, since main
entries are limited to proper names and places, while the
only subentries indicate when an individual has written,
been written to, or been mentioned. A significant improvement would have been to add subentries under place
names, to spare the reader from having to tum to more
than a hundred appearances of "Burlington, Vt." to find
where it is more than just the site of a letter's origin.

Levi Allen to Nancy Allen. 22 July 1788,from the Allen
Family papers. Bailey/Howe Library. University of
Vermont.

Other nontextual elements of the edition are bound
to please. The volumes are helpfully illustrated with portraits of several of the main characters (and some minor
ones). There are a few eighteenth-century maps of places
that figure in the story; the endpapers to each volume
reproduce probably the two best contemporary maps of
Vermont itself. More importantly, the volumes are amply, but not overly, footnoted. The biographical identifications alone make the edition a good encyclopedia for a
half-century of Vermont history. Unfortunately, no
sources are provided for the benefit of those who wish
to explore their subject more. The only bibliographic
sources listed are in the footnotes to the excellent introduction, which may be as conclusive a list as any scholar
could need.
The annotation succeeds by placing the reader of these
letters as closely as possible in the position of the informed
recipient. The same rationale is practiced in the transcription of the text. Readers generally will be well served by
the editors' light hand. For example, preserving epistolary forms that might seem merely conventional or even
archaic leaves the reader free to discover any and every
significance they might convey. In this way, one gains a
sense of immediacy that may have been to Levi Allen's
purpose when he bothered to date a business letter (21
August 1786) from "On board the Mary at Three Rivers,
Wind-bound." And scanning the closing lines of Ethan's
letters, historians can speculate to their heart's content by
tracing the various permutations of his self-styled rank,
from "Commander of Ticonderoga" the day after the
attack, to the more exalted "Commander of the Army"
that concludes his cowing letter to a group of Montreal
businessmen a few days later, to "Commander of the
G[reen] M[ountain] Boys" a few days after that, as the p0litical and military importance of his command becomes
clearer.
Unfortunately, one suspects from the neatness of the
page that the editors have not been equally forthright about
their emendations. Eighteenth-century letters, especially
those among family, written in haste and with candor, are
never so consistently neat. In the rare instance a struckout passage is transcribed and footnoted into a letter (e.g.,
p. 525). Otherwise, the "Editorial Principles" makes no
mention of cross-outs and indeed none are marked in
the text, although the edition does indicate text lost due
to mutilation or tears. The procedures for other silent
corrections are the conventional ones, clearly explained in
the introductory material, and made in the interests of a
clarity that the edition happily attains.
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